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Ofke of the Secretary April 28, 1980

$ Decketing & Senice
8'"ChSecretary of the Commission

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 6 A
CWnshington, D.C. 20555

ATTN: Docketing and Service Branch

Gentlemen:
1

We wish to protest your proposed amendment to Par.19.14 of 10 |
CFR Part 19 in regard to attendance at conferences between your representatives j
and those of the licensee.

|
|We can see no good reason for allowing people outside NRC and the

licensee to attend such a meeting. Nor can we see why an employee of the
.

licensee, not connected with the work should attend such a meeting. For
example, we do concrete testing. An employee in this department has no knowledge

|of the work using radioactive sources. Nor can we shed big tears for the
poor union representative who does not get to attend. It would appear that -

this entire amendment is being written at the request of a union representative. |
We can see no intent on their part to do anything but cause trouble. We believe |

'that the unions are now too powerful and certainly do not need another helping
hand from a governmental agency. An employee now has plenty of opportunities

.

for redress both from the NRC and the Labor Relations Board.

We have no idea, nor does anyone else, who a representative of NRC might
decide had a "lugitimate interest in the inspection". This could be a reporter
from the new media or a representative from one of the fuzzy-thinking groups such
as the Sunbelt Alliance. We see no recson why the private business of a licensee I

should be open to anyone. We do not believe that your inspectors need'a union- ; |
representative or anyone else to help them enforce their 'ules. |
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Very truly yours', I
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OKLAHOMA TESTING LABORATORIES
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MAW:wr M.A. Witte -

c: Sen. David L. Boren President
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